
Nudges empower managers 
to make hybrid work work


90% of Managers Get Noticeably 
Better with Nudges

C a s e  s t u d y

About

N u d g e  e x a m p l e s

Challenge 

Action management approach

At the height of the pandemic, Humu began working with one of the top 3 auto manufacturers  
in the US to support their managers, many of whom were overseeing hybrid teams. Managers 
were struggling to help their teams collaborate, stay motivated, and make progress in a  
flexible model.

By working with Humu, leaders quickly identified mentoring and providing structure as two key 
drivers of manager effectiveness within their organization. They then relied on Humu’s action 
management platform to run an experiment: 3,000 managers were randomly split into two 
groups. One group received nudges encouraging them to take the actions that would help their 
teams  deliver exceptional work, and the other did not get nudges.


After just a few months, it was clear the nudged group of managers had made great strides. 
88% of managers acted on nudges by trying new approaches to supporting their team. 90%  
of teams noticed their managers taking action and getting better.







Nudged managers were up to 30% more likely to improve, and managers that were struggling 
pre-nudges showed the most improvement.


84% of managers reported that nudges were helpful and 78% said they would recommend the 
program to others.


Employees shared that nudges led to less micromanaging, clearer expectations and goals, and 
“a commitment towards having all views heard on our team.”


1,500 managers at one of the top 3 US auto 
manufacturers

Empower managers to experiment with better 
ways of working  in a hybrid environment

Instantly start sending nudges focused on 
mentoring and providing structure

Is your organization ready to make hybrid work work? 

Drop us a note at hello@humu.com
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Approach and results
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Lessons learned

Creating a strong hybrid work culture depends on managers


Teams benefit when managers set clear goals and offer guidance   
(not answers) along the way


Consistent, timely recommendations drive measurable improvements  
and help managers better support their teams

Mentoring

The next time a member of a team 
comes to you with a challenge, don’t 
immediately jump to providing an 
answer. Instead, ask questions to  
help them figure out a solution on 
their own. 


To help your team develop at work, let 
them make low-risk, reversible 
decisions on their own. The next time 
you meet, review what went well, and 
what could be improved.

Providing structure


Why does your team exist? How does 
their work impact others? In an 
upcoming team meeting, outline a 
clear purpose for your people. 


Make it a point to set specific 
deliverables for your teams. Clearly 
describe what you’re expecting from 
them, and when you’ll meet to review 
their efforts.


